Digital Signage
Creative and Hosting
DIGITAL BULLETIN
BOARDS

This solution connects to the Insteo Editor allowing users the ability to make updates in real-time.

FEATURES:

- Four zone landscape layout with predetermined zone sizes.
- A large/main zone designed to fit images and HD video.
- Animated templates in the main zone for welcome messaging, announcements, event listings, and photos.
- In the side zone, an animated calendar which scrolls through upcoming events.
- In the bottom zone, options for a messaging ticker, weather, and clock.

APPLICATIONS:

- Corporate Communication
- House of Worship
- Doctors Offices
- Assisted Living Locations
- Local Government Offices
- Recreation Centers
- Education
- Libraries
- Hotels
- May require additional software license and/or player hardware.

CREATE CONTENT WITH US!

- Professional look
- Low upfront cost
- Prompt project completion
- Content updates can be performed by non-technical users
- Cloud-based interface which allows content management from web browser